
AURIGA TEATRO
presents

ATTENTI A QUEI DUE
(beware of those two)

Written and performed by Andrea Tettamanti e Veronica Del Vecchio

Vladimir Vorovich and Iverotchka decided to amaze you... The problem is that their
ideas on how to do it, do not seem to be exactly the same.
A hilarious show in which, between magic, juggling and many prohibited shots, these 
two characters will not forget to collaborate... or maybe they will!

Kind: Clown, theatre, juggling, magic.

Duration: from 30 to 45 min.

N. of performance par day: 2/3 (Everything we need is inside our cart and we 
can move without problems, repeating the show up to three times in different places). 

N. of artists: 2

Language: Italian, English, French



Technical needs: 

Stage space: outdoor 4x4 meters,  plus the space for the audience.

In case of indoor performance the minimum ceiling height must be 4,5 m..

Get-in time: 10 minutes

Get-out time: 10 minutes

PA system: The music system is inside our cart. We are independent and we don't need 
electricity. 

LIGHT: In case of night performance, in a poorly lit location, general light is required (but 
we need to see the audience)

Floor: We have no special needs. Preferably not on grass, but we can adapt to any kind of 
situation and floor.

Parking: We need a reserved parking space, near the exhibition site. Our caravan will be 
used as a dressing room and also for the discharge of materials.

-In case of Buskers Festival: If our presence is required for several days and If the reserved parking 
space is far away from the site of performances, we need a room to use as dressing for artists and 
storage for materials near the place of performance.

aurigateatro@libero.it                        andrea tel. +39 333 85 27 676
                                                            Veronica tel. +39 339 15 39 285


